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News 
 

Visitors from Panama 

On Wednesday 11th 

February, we welcomed 

20 teachers from 

Panama.  The group are 

currently spending two 

months in Scotland as 

part of a project funded 

by the Panamanian 

government to 

promote English 

language teaching in 

their schools.  The teachers were very interested in seeing how our school runs 

day to day, to observe some of our teaching 

strategies and to explore language learning 

in particular.  As an added bonus, our 

visitors offered 30 minutes of Spanish talking 

to pupils who are studying Spanish.  We 

were  

 

delighted to see that a good number of 

pupils jumped at the chance.  They were 

well rewarded and were touched by the 

friendliness and enthusiasm of our 

guests.  It was a pleasure to meet such 

lovely people and an extremely positive 

experience for all those involved. 

 



NBHS NEWS 
 

NBHS S6 employability programme 

 
During term one a group of S6 students used the weekly allocation of personal 
and social education time to follow an employability programme organised by 
myself, Mick Burns, Careers Adviser from Skills Development Scotland. 
 

The program was designed to improve their application, CVs, and interview 
techniques and generally how to be successful in applying for college or jobs or 
training. 

The program included several inputs from parents and ex-students who 
volunteered to come in and lend some of their expertise from the recruitment 
process. We had talks and sessions from Brian Leslie, Callum Morrison, Fraser 
Stewart, Alan Walter and Joanne Charlton on a range of topics, from getting 
your mind set correct to creating a great CV and how to make it all count at 
interview.  
 
The feedback from both the participants and the speakers was very, very 
positive and we have clearly identified the need to help young people develop 
these skills in order to make a successful transition from school to life beyond. 
 
If you're reading this and you have some experience in the recruitment process 
and feel that you could contribute to future programmes, please contact 
mick.burns@sds.co.uk We would be very happy to have you involved in 
planning and delivering this program and please note that you can offer one 
session and do not have to commit to the whole term. 

 

But don't just take my word for it, I have also included a short input from 
Joanne who has written on what it's like to become involved as an interested 
parent and someone who came into the process and stayed involved in it for 
quite some time. I know that everyone valued the input and I know that 
everyone loved the orange chocolate cake!  

To finish here is a quote from one of the participants: ‘The thing I liked most 
about the programme is how clearly everything is explained, what to expect, 
what to do or not to do, things to keep in mind, pointers for interviews, what 
parts to pay close attention to! Not only did the programme help me with the 
ideas of what to expect but also to think about myself and how I would make 
the best of the future to come!’ 
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S6 Employability Sessions: A Parent Experience 

Mick made a plea for help with Interview Technique training for a group of 

Sixth Years, during an S4 Parents’ Information Evening.  I didn’t volunteer 

immediately, as I doubted that I had sufficient practical experience to be of any 

help, but the appeal continued to nag subconsciously. 

Ten days later I crafted a brief email, outlining my lack of experience in 

Interviewing, and despite that received an almost instantaneous reply “You’re 

in!” 

I have to admit to some nerves as I joined the group for a first session; it had 

been a while since I taught undergraduates (the one piece of experience I had 

which I considered relevant). But I survived and to Mick’s surprise turned up to 

a second one.  In fact in all I have joined in six sessions, and the whole 

experience has been thoroughly rewarding.  The young people involved have 

been wonderful to work with, and it has been very satisfying to see them grow 

in confidence.  Despite my initial concerns, it would appear that I had more to 

offer than I thought, which incidentally, was a recurring theme which cropped 

up in our discussions around experience and skills. 

Would I volunteer again?  You bet!  It has been a privilege, and I would 

recommend getting involved to other parents.  I have learnt that you do not 

have to be an HR professional, be involved in recruiting regularly or be able to 

commit to multiple sessions to have positive input.  As parents we have useful 

experiences and perspectives to offer, and our presence in the classroom is 

appreciated by students and staff alike.   

 

Dr Joanne Charlton 
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S1 French Café 

This Thursday all of our S1 classes had the 
chance to practice their French by ordering 
food in our S1 French café.  Much French 
was heard, many croissants and petit pain au 
chocolat were munched and a great time 
was had by all!  It was wonderful to see our 

younger pupils 
engaging so 
enthusiastically 
with real-life 
French. 

Bravo! 

 

 

S1 Scottish Seabird Centre Trip 

1L and 1C2 recently visited the Seabird Centre for a 

workshop on wind turbines. Both groups thoroughly 

enjoyed the workshops, which aimed to show the 

challenges in designing and building wind turbines, 

with special focus on the difficulties of choosing on 

the location, with so many important factors to 

consider such as wildlife, engineering and 

economics.  The groups had the chance to create 

their own designs, although unfortunately it seems 

unlikely that any of them will be seen anywhere 

soon without some major improvements! The 

workshop relevant not only to these learners but to 

the North Berwick community as a whole as there 

are plans to build a wind farm in the Firth of Forth. Many thanks to Jeeva 

Nagra, Jonathan Crain and Finlay Goodlad for their help.  
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Close Shave for Smaeel 

S1 student Smaeel Hamouda has raised a 
fantastic £150 for charity by shaving his 
head.  Smaeel will be donating the money to 
Cancer Research, to help people affected by 
this disease.  Congratulations on a great 
effort Smaeel. 

 

Football Results 

S2 League 

Preston Lodge HS 1 – NHBS 1  (goal-scorer Cameron Notley) 

S1 Friendly  

Knox Academy 5 – NBHS 3  (goal-scorers Jo Dewar (2), Shaun Samson) 

 

And finally…      

Please do send any news that you would like to see included in this newsletter 
to ncollingswood@northberwickhigh.elcschool.org.uk   

 

 

 

 

 

 


